Lee Woodward explains the digital agent
https://vimeo.com/374783358
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The Digital Agent - Program Overview

Digital technology is transforming our industry. But what does that mean for your business? With stock levels down
across the country and the reality sinking in that this could be the new norm, all agents must find better ways to
increase their market share, become more efficient with their time and make their businesses more profitable. This is
true whether you work on your own, run a business within a business or manage a sales team.

Staying old school is no longer an option
Like so many of the world's most innovative disruptors, real estate PropTech, Realtair (the creator of Pitch, Sign and
Flow), was born out of challenge, frustration and opportunity.
Co-founder, Pete Matthews, had been in real estate since the age of 19 and during the past 28 years has served the
industry and clients in a range of roles. The main impediments he saw to success were the escalating costs of
administration to meet new consumer demand and human error at the Agency Agreement stage. So the key challenges
were centred on compliance, time, money and effort. The opportunity was to showcase a point of difference to
competitors by becoming an agent who has the ability to almost instantly produce and deliver brilliant information and
resources to consumers who want answers quickly - not tomorrow or next week.
Pete developed a middleware platform made from a unique combination of software and off shore resources to create
enormous efficiencies and value to real estate agents and businesses. The year was 2016 and that platform was called
Realtair.
Three years on and the revolutionary real estate software produced by Realtair has been thoroughly tried, tested and
given a massive thumbs up by some of the industry's most successful real estate professionals, including Danny Grant,
Shane Slater and Rick Woodward, who all feature in this program.
This TOD multimedia Master Class highlights the significant benefits of making the transition from traditional agent, who
relies on admin support or works ridiculous hours to create pre-listing kits and proposals, to a digital agent who can
deliver a brilliant pitch within 5 minutes from any location for multiple benefits, including:

•

A saving of $50,000-70,000 per annum in support costs

•

More time and less stress

•

A stronger pipeline of prospects

•

Greater market share

•

Better relationships with clients and prospects

•

An easy way to list more business without compliance risk

•

A means to drive growth resulting in a more profitable business

Our panel of speakers share the challenges they had before using Pitch, Sign and Flow, explain how they use each
product and highlight how easy the transition has been and what it has done for their business.

Becoming part of the digital future is easier than you think
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Today's agents need to find better ways to increase their market share and make their businesses more profitable.
Becoming a modern digital agent who combines world-class tech with technique will achieve those objectives and thrive
today and into the future. This Master Class explains how easy it is to become part of the digital future.

Who is this Master Class for?
This program is for any real estate sales professional who wants to learn how to run a modern agent-driven business,
save time and money while increasing profits and be part of the digital future. It is also for sales managers who want to
help take their team to the next level for the benefit of the company and their individual results and job satisfaction.

Our presenters
Peter Matthews, Co-founder & Managing Director, Realtair; Director of Strategy & Operations, The Agency; Director,
Matthews & Co Pty Ltd
Peter began his career in 1991. At the age of just 19, he was listing and selling real estate in Sydney and has since
served the industry and clients in a range of roles. He has led and owned three franchise offices, most recently at The
Agency in Mosman, Neutral Bay and Crows Nest, managing 55 staff. He is also one of Australia's leading Auctioneers.
Pete's passion for change and technology coupled with his frustrations caused by key blockages to success at The
Agency led to the creation of Realtair.
Danny Grant, Property Partner, The Agency; Sales Trainer, Real Estate Academy
Danny is a leading industry agent, author of the Auction Craft system and accredited sales trainer at Real Estate
Academy. He has been recognised by REINSW as the lower north shore's most awarded agent, his ongoing success
ensuring he remains within the highest percentile of elite agents, both locally and globally. Danny's experience and
knowledge were integral to the development of Realtair and its software products.
Rick Woodward
Rick has completed more than 350 appraisals in less than three years in real estate. Motivated by the chase and
committed to excellence, Rick's service style is defined by each client's needs and always executed with
professionalism, integrity and success. He combines fresh, modern tactics and proven methods to design
comprehensive sales campaign and isn't afraid to try new technology and strategies. For the past two years, Rick has
operated as a completely self-sufficient Digital Agent and his business has never looked better.
Shane Slater, Property Partner, The Agency; Co-founder, Realtair
Previously a Director and owner of a leading national franchise office for 14 years until the merger with The Agency in
2017, Shane has built enduring long term client relationships based on mutual trust and respect. He co-founded
Realtair with Peter Matthews to serve his clients better and grow his business and continues in his day to day role at
The Agency on Sydney's lower north shore where he has worked in a listing and selling role for the past 20 years.

The deliverables
This Master Class features a 60-minute podcast in which Lee Woodward interviews each presenter individually. It
showcases numerous case studies and is interspersed with visuals to demonstrate how easy it is to use Realtair's
professional, time and effort-saving mobile infrastructure. There will also be options to submit your Key Learnings and
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Questions to our panel of experts and links to relevant sources.
You will learn:

•

How Pitch, Sign and Flow help you combine technology with technique for brilliant, sustainable results.

•

Three ways to pitch like a pro.

•

The 5-minute pitch from anywhere.

•

The benefits of being a digital agent versus a traditional agent.

•

How easy it is to transition from analogue to digital with Realtair.

•

How to save up to $70k in support fees per annum while growing your business.

•

How to use technology to take the stress out of compliance with zero room for human error.

•

How to have complete control as a solo agent and have more time to do the things you love.

•

How Pitch, Sign and Flow combined with the right techniques will increase your market share and make you the
greatest threat your competitors have ever seen.

•

Why staying old school is no longer a viable option in real estate.
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Podcast - All Interviews
The Digital Agent Audio Podcast
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The Dashboard
The Digital Agent - The Dashboard
https://vimeo.com/371061797
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Your Agent Profile
The Digital Agent - Agent Profile
https://vimeo.com/371543538
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Price Update
The Digital Agent - Price Update
https://vimeo.com/372807987
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Pre-Listing System
The Digital Agent - Pre-Listing
https://vimeo.com/371790583
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The Property Proposal & Marketing Quote
The Digital Agent - Full Proposal 01
https://vimeo.com/372258228

The Digital Agent - Full Proposal 02
https://vimeo.com/373004865
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Mobile Proposal
The Digital Agent - Mobile Proposal
https://vimeo.com/373517444
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Sign
The Digital Agent - Sign
https://vimeo.com/371790728

The Digital Agent - Sign 02
https://vimeo.com/372819106
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Managing Workflow
The Digital Agent - Managing Workflow
https://vimeo.com/371543601
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Email Notifications
The Digital Agent - Email Notification
https://vimeo.com/373294951
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The Digital Summary
The Digital Summary

Wow the NOW generation, save time & make more money
With digital technology at everyone's fingertips making information about absolutely anything instantly accessible,
consumers no longer want to wait. No matter how comprehensive and professional your hand-delivered listing proposal
may look after hours of research and compilation, if another agent beats you to the finish line with a high quality digital
proposal, who do you think will look more on top of their game?
Speed to market was one of the key challenges Peter Matthews sought to solve as Director of Strategy and Operations
at The Agency on Sydney's lower north shore. The other key impediments he saw to success in real estate sales were
the escalating costs of administration to meet this new consumer demand and compliance, specifically human error at
the Agency Agreement stage. With stock levels down across the nation and the reality sinking in that this could be the
new norm, Peter knew it was time to look for better ways to grow their market share and generate more listings and
sales without increasing their outgoings. And so, in 2016, Realtair and its signature real estate specific software
solutions, Pitch, Sign and Flow, were born.
The opportunity was to showcase a point of difference to competitors by becoming a team of agents who have the
ability to almost instantly produce and deliver brilliant information and resources to consumers who want answers
quickly - not tomorrow or next week.

A solution born out of challenge, frustration & opportunity
Like so many of the world's most disruptive PropTech (Property Technology) companies, like AirBNB and WeWork,
Realtair was born out of challenge, frustration and opportunity. The key challenges were centred on compliance, time,
money and effort. The opportunity was to showcase a point of difference to competitors by becoming a team of agents
who have the ability to almost instantly produce and deliver brilliant information and resources to consumers who want
answers quickly - not tomorrow or next week. But the time, effort and cost to achieve this objective were immense.
Peter says, "In our experience, and mine over the last 28 years as a franchisor and franchisee, there was a whole
range of different platforms and software systems that we used. But none of them spoke to each other. Like most
businesses, we probably had a one to five ratio of marketing and administration people to salespeople. But what was
grossly lacking in all of that, especially when we opened our second and third offices, was that we needed to have our
salespeople in the office talking to those resources or emailing them in order to get things done because none of those
systems spoke to each other." After breaking down the entire process, Peter identified 289 steps from appraisal to
settlement. Is it any wonder that agents were relying on support staff to get it all done?
Realtair provides everything an agent needs to become a self-sufficient digital agent, saving them up to $70,000 per
annum in support costs, freeing up their time, creating the speed to market desired by today's consumer and leaving no
room for error at the Agency Agreement stage for total compliance.
In terms of compliance, Peter discovered that up to 80% of Agency Agreements in the business were either missing an
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element or contained an error, meaning agents would have to return to the client's home and complete a new
Agreement or risk legal action and not getting paid. Upon researching compliance more closely, Peter found this
percentage of errors to be the average Australia-wide. He says, "When it comes to the Agency Agreement process, it's
absolutely crucial to get it right. If an Agreement or part of the process was non-compliant, the responsibility would rest
with me as Principal. So, I always took the view that we must have a business that if Fair Trading came into it, there
would be no cause for anxiety."
To solve these challenges, Peter and Realtair co-founder, Shane Slater (his business partner at The Agency)
developed a middleware platform made from a unique combination of software and off shore resources to create
enormous efficiencies and value to real estate agents and businesses. In short, Realtair provides everything an agent
needs to become a self-sufficient digital agent, saving them up to $70,000 per annum in support costs, freeing up their
time, creating the speed to market desired by today's consumer and leaving no room for error at the Agency Agreement
stage for total compliance. Three years on and the revolutionary real estate software solutions produced Realtair, Pitch,
Sign and Flow, have been given a massive thumbs up by some of the industry's most successful real estate
professionals.

The 5-minute pitch from anywhere
As the name suggests, Pitch is software that helps agents present and sell their services to prospective clients. By
automatically drawing in the data required, such as comparable sales from various data sources, it allows agents to
instantly create and send fully customised pre-listing documents and proposals from any device and from any location.
Rick Woodward from The Agency says Realtair's Pitch software has been "an absolute game changer" for him in so
many ways, including the time and money it has saved him. In real estate for three years, he has not had to take on an
assistant even though he is writing significantly more business today. He says, "I recently had five appraisals in one
day. That same evening, I went to sport, sat in the car for thirty minutes, punched them out on my laptop and sent them
off as texts to each prospective vendor. So I had five appraisals done and sent within half an hour. Before Realtair,
each one of those appraisals would have taken me about forty-five minutes to get done. I would have had to do all the
research, think of the right words to say and create a professional looking document. It was just way too slow. And I
definitely couldn't have done all that from the car! These days I'm cutting off my competitors through my speed to the
owners and how impressive the document is."
Pitch can also be used as a prospecting tool. Shane Slater, who still actively lists and sells, says it is an excellent tool
for prospecting cold and warm potential clients and also for keeping past purchasers up-to-date with recent sales in
their neighbourhood. He says, "Pitch, if used smartly, can be the key to maintaining efficient client contact and is a soft
touch that gives relevant information. It's the best prospecting we do. Over 95% of Price Updates we send with Pitch
are opened, which we know because the software emails an alert every time the document is opened and indicates
which parts are viewed."

Compliance is everyone's concern in real estate
Any Principal who has received a request from the Department of Fair Trading to produce all documents and
correspondence relating to a property sale would know the stress this causes the entire office, not to mention the time it
takes to hunt and gather all the information. What would normally take several days to action can generally be done
and sent in under two hours through Realtair.
Realtair's Sign not only removes the chance of human error but also allows an agent to digitally sign up a prospect on
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the spot, even if a signatory is in a different location. Danny Grant from The Agency says, "We've all done it where
we're doing an appraisal and suddenly it turns into a listing presentation. And suddenly, they're giving you the business.
And you don't have an agency agreement with you. Well, it doesn't matter. I can just log in to Sign and create it on the
spot. And it will pull everything I need onto it. I can slide marketing budgets in, I can put an amount in, put comparable
sales in. And I don't need to print it. They can sign it all on glass. If anything is missed, the system won't let you
continue so mistakes can't be made. Once it's done it's sent straight off to compliance."

Flow completes the digital sales process
Flow is a digital communication and workflow platform that progressively guides agents through the entire sales journey
from prospecting to settlement and trust accounting with full CRM integration.

Staying old school is no longer an option
Today's agents need to find better ways to increase their market share and make their businesses more profitable.
Becoming a modern digital agent who combines world-class tech with technique will achieve those objectives and thrive
today and into the future. As more agents jump on the PropTech bandwagon and more consumers want information
better and faster than ever before, staying old school is no longer an option.
Call Real Estate Academy on 1300 367 412 or head to the web store to discover the training available now to help you
become a Digital Agent.
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Request a Demonstration
Please click here to book a demonstration with Realtair.
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